
2015-2016  
FTC AWARDS 

(And How to Win Them!) 
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Introduction 
– Judging at Meets 
– Pre-league-championship event 
– Team Videos 
– Quality Elements 
– Optional Videos 
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• There will be one and only one FTC Award given 
at Meets – the Think Award! 

• When attending a Meet, your team must submit 
their Engineering Notebook for evaluation by 
the judges in order to compete for the Think 
Award. 

• Points earned toward this Think Award do not 
factor into a team’s state ranking. 

• No more interviews with judges at Meets. Yay! 
– HOWEVER, your team is strongly encouraged to give a 

practice presentation to judges, your coaches or 
mentors, and receive helpful feedback. This will help 
your performance at the league championship! 

MEETS 
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MEETS 
Engineering Notebook Scoring 

• Bring your Engineering Notebook to your Meets! 
• Judges score the engineering notebooks on three four basic 

elements: 
– General: How well the notebook is organized and conforms to the 

guidelines presented in the Game Manual part 1, section 7.3 
– Engineering Section: How clearly the notebook describes the details of 

the robots design and construction. 
– Team Section: How the notebook describes the team, their outreach 

activities. 
– Business, Strategy, or Sustainability Plan:  overall budget, financial goals 

and the steps they will take to reach those goals. Presents current 
expenditures and expected future expenditures. 

• The following slides explain exactly what the judges look for in a 
good Engineering Notebook. 
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Engineering Notebook Scoring 

 
 
 
 

General 
Format 

Note: Per the Game Manual part 1, section 7.3.3, no distinction will be made between 
handwritten and electronic Engineering Notebooks during judging. 
•   Team Number and Team Name MUST appear on the outside.   
•   Includes a “Summary Page” attached to the cover. Includes highlights of the Team’s 
season. Point Judges to pages in the Notebook that the Team would most like the 
Judges to consider.  
•   Notebook has a clearly marked Engineering Section, Team Section and Business Plan 
(or Strategic Plan or Sustainability Plan). 
•   Well organized so an outsider would understand it.  Fresh page for every meeting, 
including Tasks and Reflections. 
•   Both sides of pages should be used. Single line through any errors. Blank spaces X’d 
out.  All pages signed/dated.  Use permanent Ink, not pencil. 
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Engineering Notebook Scoring 

 
 
 
 

Engineering  
Section 

• This section clearly describes the details of the robots design and construction. 
•  Includes CAD drawings or neat hand drawn illustrations of detailed robot 
design.  
•  Entries should be chronological order (in daily entries), not in a separate section.   
•  Clearly demonstrates the team’s understanding of the creative design process. 
Pictures, drawings, and details at all stages of design. 
• Team game strategy and the reasoning behind their design should be clearly 
documented.  
• Control Components (sensors, etc.) must be clearly documented.   
• Team should tab or flag pages that support entries noted in the Summary Page. 
• Any ideas adapted from an outside source should include a notation citing the 
original source. 
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Engineering Notebook Scoring 

Team 
Section 

• Team Section includes an introduction to each team member and mentor. Includes 
name, age or school year, interests, reason for joining the FTC team. 
• Team Section includes details of team’s Outreach activities.  

 
Business 

Plan 
Section 

Business, Strategic Plan, or Sustainability Plan:  
• Identifies team's overall budget, goals and the steps they will take to reach those 
goals.  
• Includes current fundraising progress (if fundraising is allowed by their school or 
organization).  
• Presents current expenditures and expected future expenditures. 
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League Championship 
Awards and Ranking 

• Besides winning awards, this is your team’s 
one and only opportunity to present their 
best effort to the judges and earn points that 
factor into the team’s state ranking! 
 

• All League level judged awards will be presented at the 
League Championship 

 • FTC INSPIRE • PTC DESIGN • Rockwell Collins INNOVATE 

• THINK • CONNECT • MOTIVATE 

• CONTROL  
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League Championship 
Team Presentation 

• Come to your judging session prepared to give 
a presentation about your team’s challenges 
and accomplishments.  
– Should be a speaking presentation, NOT 

PowerPoint slides! 
– Should last about 8 minutes 
– Judges may ask a few short follow up questions. 

• This is the team’s one and only opportunity to present their best 
effort and earn judging points that factor into their state ranking! 
 • Tips: 

– Practice, Practice, Practice. Practice in front of your friends, 
mentors, coaches, or Judges at Meets. 

– Don’t try to memorize lines word for word!  
– Practice being natural, relaxed and conversational. 
– (It’s the same way people do well at job and college interviews!) 

 

– Judges will assess their thoughts about your team as a set of scores for 
10 different Quality Elements.  These will be explained in a few minutes. 
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League Championship 
Engineering Notebook 

• Bring your Engineering Notebook to your League Championship! 
– Your Notebook is a big part of your judging score. 

• The notebooks will be scored on the same 4 areas as at Meets 
• There are some additional requirements of the engineering notebook 

that apply to other awards too: 
– Innovate Award eligibility requires documentation of the design process 

– Control Award eligibility requires documentation of control components 

– Design Award eligibility requires detailed robot design drawings 

– Connect Award eligibility requires:  

• goals to be included in the Business / Strategic / Sustainability Plan, and  

• includes steps or description of how the team will reach those goals 

If the things stated above are missing from the notebook, the team will 
not be eligible for the associated award.   (Game Manual sect. 7.3.5) 
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League Championship 

• It’s not the end of the world.  But it is a fun way to show the 
best of your team and your robot! 

• Judgment Day is a league optional component of a League 
Championship that happens about a week before and will 
make the championship event go smoother and faster. 

• Only team presentations and robot demonstrations are 
evaluated at Judgment Day. 

• Engineering Notebooks are NOT scored at Judgment Day.  
– They are scored at the League Championship event. 

• Results of the Judges scores:  
– are saved and used at the League Championship, 
– help determine which teams will receive the seven different 

FTC awards at the League Championship. and  
– are a component of the team’s overall state ranking! 
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League Championship 

• At Judgment Day,  
– Your team arrives at an appointed time of the day  
– Your team delivers their presentation to judges and 

answers questions 
• without the stress of the competition match schedule!  

– Your team proceeds to a regulation FTC match play field 
where they will have about 12 minutes to show off their 
robot in its best form without the chaos of competition. 

– Once your team is finished, they are free to leave.  
• The whole experience for a team at Judgment Day 

would last around an hour.   

• What if your league doesn’t do a Judgment Day? 
– In that case, the league will conduct all of the judging activities 

during their league championship event.  

• JD is optional at League Committees discretion. 
• Happens about 1 week before the League Championship. 
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Quick Quiz 
 • Which FTC awards are given at Meets? 
– A: Only the THINK award. 

• Which awards are given at Judgment Day? 
– A: None!  (but results carry forward to your League Championship). 

• Which awards are given at the League Championship? 
– A:  ALL Awards!  Inspire, Design, Innovate, Control, Think, Connect, 

Motivate (and optionally Promote and Compass). 

• What should teams do to prepare for an interview with the Judges? 
– Prepare a team presentation, and 
– Practice, practice, practice 

• Besides their robot, what is the most important item to bring to a 
League Championship? 
– The Team’s Engineering Notebook.  
– It’s required to be eligible for nearly every FTC  award (except the Motivate 

and Promote awards). 
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Team Video 
 Your team has a great opportunity to tell the judges all about your 

challenges, accomplishments, strategy, design process, teamwork, 
outreach, and funding in a creative 3 minute team video.  

Facts: 
• Team Video IS NOT a factor in awards at the League Championship! 
• Team Video IS a big part of your teams ranking (league and state).  
• HOT TIP: Team Video is evaluated for content using the same 

quality elements the judges look for in the team’s interview. (Coming 
up next.) 
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Team Video 
 

Tips: 
• Don’t have a creative videographer on your team? Consider 

recruiting a new team member who likes videography and who can 
focus their effort on making a great team video! 

• Knowing that judges evaluate the video based on the 10 Quality 
Elements, your team can focus on filling those 3 valuable minutes 
with your teams story while hitting each of those quality elements 
along the way.  

• Avoid deep detail on any single subject area as you may end up 
wasting time.  Simply present your accomplishments, and move on.  

• Focus a little extra time on areas the team is most proud of. 
• Show your robot in action. 
• Stay focused on who your main audience will be – the Judges!  

Entertaining other viewers is merely a fun side benefit.  
• Don’t exceed the video length time limit (3 minutes.)  
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Quality Elements 
And Why They Matter 

• Quality Element are fundamental building blocks of all awards 
– They’re sort of like atoms are to molecules 

• When Judges interview a team or they observe their robot, 
they gather their thoughts and record a numerical grade for 
the team for each Quality Element.  

• After all teams are interviewed and notebooks evaluated, 
each teams QE scores are reassembled using each award’s 
“chemical formula”. 

• Results reveal the collective judges opinions of the best teams 
for each award.  

• Judges then make their final award winner decisions. 
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The Quality Elements 
The 10 Quality Elements fundamental to FTC Awards are : 

• Creativity • Teamwork 
• Strategy • Enthusiasm 
• Design • Communication 
• Function • Outreach 
• Design Process • Funding Plan 

A complete description of each of these is at the end of this 
presentation, and in the  “Florida FTC Team Guide to Judging and 
Awards”.  
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GRACIOUS PROFESSIONALISM 
FIRST says this is one of the most 
important concepts that can be taught 
to a young person who is learning to get 
along in the work world.   
GP is taken so seriously at FIRST that it is 
the number one criteria stated in the 
game manual for every single award! 
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• Learn to be strong competitors, but also treat one another with 
respect and kindness in the process.  

• Avoid leaving anyone feeling as if they are excluded or 
unappreciated.  

• Knowledge, pride and empathy should be comfortably and 
genuinely blended.  



THE AWARDS 

• The following slides will present  
– Each award offered 
– Award descriptions right out of the Game Manual 
– Relevant Quality Elements  
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Motivate Award 
Game Manual, Section 7.5.6 

Celebrates the team that exemplifies the essence of the FTC 
competition through team building, team spirit and 
enthusiasm! 

• Team must demonstrate respect and Gracious Professionalism 
toward everyone they encounter at an FTC event.  

• The Team is an ambassador for FIRST programs.  
• Team can clearly demonstrate the successful recruitment of new 

Teams, mentors, coaches and volunteers who are not otherwise 
active within the STEM community.  

• Team can articulate the individual contributions of each Team 
member, and how these attribute to the overall success of the Team.  

 
Relevant Quality Elements:  

Teamwork,   Enthusiasm,   Communication,   Outreach 
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Think Award 
It’s All About the Engineering Notebook! 

Given to the team that best documents their “journey” through the engineering design 
process during the build season.  
• Team must demonstrate respect and Gracious Professionalism toward everyone they 

encounter at an FTC event. 
• Notebook must demonstrate that the Team has a clear understanding of the engineering 

design process, with pictures or drawings and details documenting all stages of Robot 
design. 

• Notebook must recount the Team’s journey, experience and lessons learned throughout 
the season. 

• Notebook must include entries describing underlying science, mathematics, and game 
strategies. 

• Teams should tab/flag 6 to 8 pages of the Engineering Section to support entries on the 
summary page. 

• Notebook should be organized and follow the formatting guidelines provided by FIRST and 
include a Summary Page.  

• Notebook Scored Elements:  General Format;   Engineering Section;   Team Section;   
                                                           Business / Strategic / Sustainability Section 

Game Manual, Section 7.5.2 
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Connect Award 
Game Manual, Section 7.5.3 

Given to the team that is most connected with their local community and 
engineering community. 
• Team must demonstrate respect and Gracious Professionalism toward 

everyone they encounter at an FTC event. 

• An Engineering Notebook must be submitted and must include a Business 
or Strategic plan that identifies their future goals and the steps they will 
take to reach those goals. The plan could include fundraising goals, 
sustainability goals, timelines, outreach, and community service goals. 

• Team provides clear examples of developing in person or virtual 
connections with the engineering, science, or technology community. 

• Team actively engages with the engineering community to help them 
understand FIRST, the FIRST Tech Challenge, and the Team itself. 

Relevant Quality Elements:   
Teamwork;  Enthusiasm;  Communication;  Outreach;  Funding Plan 
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Control Award 

Celebrates a team that uses sensors and software to enhance the robot’s 
functionality on the field. 
• Team must demonstrate respect and Gracious Professionalism toward 

everyone they encounter at an FTC event. 
• Team must apply for the Control Award by filling out the Control Award 

Content Sheet, located in Appendix C (will be released 9/12/2015). 
• The Engineering Notebook must include an Engineering Section that 

documents the control components. 
• Control Components must enhance the functionality of the Robot on the 

field. 
• Advanced software techniques and algorithms are encouraged. 
• Control Components should work reliably. 
Relevant Quality Elements:   
           Creativity;    Strategy;    Function;   Notebook: Engineering Section 

Game Manual, Section 7.5.7 
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PTC Design Award 
Game Manual, Section 7.5.5 

Recognizes design elements of the robot that are both functional and aesthetic. 
• Team must demonstrate respect and Gracious Professionalism toward 

everyone they encounter at an FTC event. 
• Team must submit an Engineering Notebook with an Engineering Section that 

includes detailed Robot design drawings. 
• Team demonstrates industrial design principles, striking a balance between 

form, function, and aesthetics. 
• Robot differentiates itself from others by its aesthetic and functional design. 
• Basis for the design is well considered (i.e. inspiration, function, etc.). 
• Use of PTC’s Creo is not required to be eligible; however Teams that use them 

in their design are given extra consideration for this award. 
Relevant Quality Elements:   

Creativity;    Design;   Function;   Design Process;    Notebook: Engineering Section; 
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Innovate Award 
Game Manual, Section 7.5.4 

Celebrates a team that not only thinks outside the box, but also has the 
ingenuity and inventiveness to make their designs come to life. 
 
• Team must demonstrate respect and Gracious Professionalism towards 

everyone they encounter at an FTC event. 
• Team must submit an Engineering Notebook with an Engineering Section 

that documents the design process and how the Team arrived at their 
design solution. 

• Robot or Robot sub-assembly must be elegant and unique in its design. 
• Creative component must be stable, robust, and work reliably. 
• Robot design is efficient and consistent with Team plan and strategy. 
 
Relevant Quality Elements:   

Creativity;   Strategy;   Design;   Function;   Design Process 
Notebook Engineering Section; Notebook Team Section 
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FTC Inspire Award 
Game Manual, Section 7.5.1 

Given to the team that that best represents a “role-model” FTC Team. 
• Team must demonstrate respect and Gracious Professionalism toward everyone they 

encounter at an FTC event. 
• Team is a strong contender for several other Judged awards. The Inspire Award 

celebrates the strongest qualities of all the Judged Awards. 
• The Team is an ambassador for FIRST programs and demonstrates and documents their 

work in their community. 
• Team dynamic is positive and inclusive, and each Team member contributes to the 

success of the Team. 
• Engineering Notebook must be submitted, and must include an Engineering Section, a 

Team Section and a Business or Strategic Plan. The entire Engineering Notebook must be 
high quality, thoughtful, thorough, detailed and well organized. 

• Robot design is creative and innovative, and the Robot performs reliably on the field. 
Team communicates clearly about their Robot design and strategy to the judges. 

• Team presentation is professional and engaging. 
Relevant Quality Elements:   
Creativity;   Strategy;   Design;   Function;   Design Process;   Teamwork;   Enthusiasm; Communication;   
Outreach;   Funding Plan;   ALL Notebook Sections 26 



Other Cool Awards 

• Two additional awards will be available at championship 
events this season.  Both are for videos produced by teams. 

• Promote and Compass Award videos  
• Optional to produce at the team’s discretion.   
• Optional awards at each league’s discretion too, so be sure to 

check with your league if they will be offered.  
• Teams are not required to compete for these and results do 

not affect your state ranking. 
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Given to the team that is most successful in creating a Public Service video that is a 
compelling, culture changing celebration of STEM.  
The 2015-2016  theme is : “Now that I’ve succeeded in FIRST….” 
Guidelines for the Promote Award: 
• High-quality video 
• 60 seconds long 
• Appeals to the general public. 
• Strong production value  
• Message and impact of the video are most important. 
• Creativity in interpreting the annually assigned theme is desired. 
• Team must have rights to any music used in the video. 
• Videos should be saved on YouTube 
• A link must be submitted to the FLFirst.org Video Tracking System 2 weeks 

before a championship event. 
• Relevant Quality Elements: None. This award is a subjective selection by the 

judging team and results do not directly affect a team’s state ranking. 

Game Manual, Section 7.5.8 
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Recognizes an adult Coach or Mentor who has provided outstanding 
guidance and support for a team throughout the year.  
Guidelines for the Compass Award: 
• Video cannot be longer than 60 seconds. 

• Video must be of a high quality, as submissions may be used at a 
later time to promote FIRST. 

• Team must have rights to music used in the video. 

• Video must be submitted by the designated deadline. 

Relevant Quality Elements: None. This award is a subjective selection 
by the judging team and results do not directly affect a team’s state 
ranking. 

Game Manual, Section 7.5.9 
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THE FOLLOWING SLIDES PRESENT THE GUIDANCE 
GIVEN TO JUDGES ABOUT THE MEANING OF EACH 

QUALITY ELEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF FTC. 

WANT HIGH SCORES?   

PAY CLOSE ATTENTION! 
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• The  team generally has a creative approach to solving problems.  They give 
examples of thinking 'outside the box'. 

• There is one or more unique elements to the design not seen on other 
robots. 

• The team has developed a creative approach to robot control and 
achievement of their game strategy. 

• The design is creative as some elements perform multiple functions.  (For 
example, a game piece collector also aligns a scoring element.) 

• The team can describe their achievement of a creative software solution to 
a hardware problem or visa-versa. 
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• Team can describe their game strategy as a basis of their design. 

• The strategy has both a scoring objective and an alliance supportive role. 

• The strategy was designed to work within the capabilities of what the 
team could build. It was achievable! 

• The strategy  is flexible to work with varied capabilities of alliance 
partners. 

• The strategy considers acquisition of both Qualifying Points as well as 
Ranking Points. 
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• The robot design has high aesthetic appeal.  Decorative elements look well 
planned and applied. Robot has a clean or distinctive look. 

• The robot has one or more functional industrial design elements and team 
members understand and can describe them. (E.g. scissor lift, conveyor 
belt, linear leadscrew, or other elements that produce repeatable 
functionality.) 

• The robot's design elements and custom parts fit properly and work well 
together. 

• The team uses CAD tools or neat hand drawn illustrations to aid their 
design documentation. 

• The team uses mathematical computations to assess robot components, 
properties or functionality as part of design. 
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• The robot's drive system stands out in some way AND is effective for the 
team's game strategy. 

• The robot has functional features (including sensors or other kinds of 
control components) or combined features that enhance functionality.     

• Robot functions are easily controllable by the drive team. 

• The team needs to make no changes to the design on competition day for 
the robot to compete effectively. (Repairs are OK) 

• The team's robot is robust. It operates as intended. Reliability is very high.  
(Few if any break downs.) 
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• The team used CAD software to determine attributes, properties or 
functionality of design elements prior to construction.  

• The team expresses development synergy between the robot software 
and the robot hardware. (No HW/SW finger pointing.) 

• The team evaluates performance and actively makes adjustments to the 
design or construction to improve results. 

• The team builds models or prototypes of key elements prior to 
construction.    

• The team has a design and build plan and schedule.  Progress is monitored 
and adjustments are made to achieve their goals. 
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• The team members specialize to become experts in the functions needed 
by the team. (Design, build, program, drive, outreach, etc.)   

• 'Expert' team members mentor or cross-train other team members to help 
avoid 'one member dependency'. 

• The team appears to work well together. They actively help one another.  
Conflicts seem to be smoothly resolved.  

• Workload is relatively evenly distributed across all team members. 

• Team members smoothly coordinate design, build and practice activities 
with participation and timing of Meets and Tournaments.  
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• The team has a special visual spirit element, e.g. costumes, banners, 
mascots, makeup, colors, etc. 

• The team has a special cheer or other exciting behavior that they can 
demonstrate at the interview and during the tournament. 

• The team demonstrates a passion for FIRST and actively trys to spread 
their excitement to others throughout their school or community. 

• The team extends their enthusiasm to their robot by including creative 
decorative elements that reflect the team's spirit. (The robot must still 
conform to all applicable form and function rules). 
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• Team members are well informed about FIRST, FTC and other FIRST 
programs. They are excited to talk with anyone who will listen. 

• Team members speak clearly about their ideas, design, plans, strategies, 
and activities to others.   

• Team members communicate well with each other and with other teams 
during the tournament   

• The team has actively worked to help "quiet" team members learn to 
graciously express themselves to others. 

• Team uses media (e.g. website, social, video, print, etc.) to actively 
promote their activities, those of other teams, FTC,  and FIRST. 
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• Team taps experienced professionals from sources outside the team as 
resources for expanding their knowledge and skills. 

• The team undertakes physical activities to make FIRST known within as 
well as outside of their host organization.  

• The team reaches out into the community and seeks opportunities to 
improve their community or help others in need.  

• The team describes how they collaborate on community outreach and 
other activities with other teams or FIRST programs. 

• Team members volunteer to help at FTC meets and other FIRST Programs 
besides those in which their team is competing. 
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• The team has documented their business, funding, or strategic plan in 
their engineering notebook.  

• The team has multiple and/or creative funding sources (disregard if their 
school doesn't allow other funding sources.) 

• The team tracks their expenditures (parts, travel, etc.) and modifies 
spending as needed.  

• The team’s plan includes goals and specific steps to achieving their goals. 

• The team is on track for achieving their fundraising goals. 
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• All of the judges QE guidelines for judging your engineering 
notebooks are located on slides 5 through 7 of this slide deck.   
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